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A B S T R A C T   

Hyperpolarized 13C isotope resolved spectroscopy boosts NMR signal intensity, which improves signal detection 
and allows metabolic fluxes to be analyzed. Such hyperpolarized flux data may offer new approaches to tissue 
classification and biomarker identification that could be translated in vivo. 

Here we used hyperpolarized stable isotope resolved analysis (SIRA) to measure metabolite specific 13C iso-
topic enrichments in the central carbon metabolism of mouse prostate. Prostate and tumor tissue samples were 
acquired from transgenic adenocarcinomas of the mouse prostate (TRAMP) mice. Before euthanasia, mice were 
injected with [U–13C]glucose intraperitoneally (i.p.). Polar metabolite extracts were prepared, and hyper-
polarized 1D-13C NMR spectra were obtained from normal prostate (n = 19) and cancer tissue (n = 19) samples. 
Binary classification and feature analysis was performed to make a separation model and to investigate differ-
ences between samples originating from normal and cancerous prostate tissue, respectively. 

Hyperpolarized experiments were carried out according to a standardized protocol, which showed a high 
repeatability (CV = 15%) and an average linewidth in the 1D-13C NMR spectra of 2 ± 0.5 Hz. The resolution of 
the hyperpolarized 1D-13C spectra was high with little signal overlap in the carbonyl region and metabolite 
identification was easily accomplished. A discrimination with 95% success rate could be made between samples 
originating from TRAMP mice prostate and tumor tissue based on isotopomers from uniquely identified 
metabolites. 

Hyperpolarized 13C-SIRA allowed detailed metabolic information to be obtained from tissue specimens. The 
positional information of 13C isotopic enrichments lead to easily interpreted features responsible for high pre-
dictive classification of tissue types. This analytical approach has matured, and the robust experimental protocols 
currently available allow systematic tracking of metabolite flux ex vivo.   

1. Introduction 

For studies of metabolic activity in intact biological systems, tracking 
of metabolites originating from isotopically enriched tracer molecules 
has been the method of choice for decades. Such isotopic profiling has 
been applied in vivo to interrogate dynamic activities of metabolic 
pathways [1–3] and to evaluate contributions of individual enzymatic 
reactions to production or consumption of specific metabolites [4,5]. 
Biological interpretations are supported by the isotopic patterns 
contributing to group discrimination [6]. In particular, isotopic profiling 

studies take advantage of unsupervised, multivariate statistical classi-
fication (such as principal component analyses) to discriminate strains 
or conditions based on 13C-labeling data, without a priori knowledge of 
the metabolic system [7,8]. 

Metabolic activity can be quantitatively studied with nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR). By performing NMR in conjunction with 13C- 
isotope enriched tracers, specific metabolic pathways can be investi-
gated [9,10]. In recent years real-time analysis of metabolic flux in 
intact cells and whole organisms has become possible with magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy (MRS) developed in conjunction with 
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hyperpolarization of 13C enriched tracers. Such hyperpolarized 13C 
metabolic MRS tracers enable non-invasive monitoring of tumor pro-
gression [11] and cancer treatment efficacy [12]. In particular, hyper-
polarization of 13C isotopic labelled pyruvate provides a sensitivity 
boost that allows its metabolic transformation to be followed in vivo in 
humans after an intravenous injection of this molecule [13,14]. In 
humans, this technology has currently only been clinically approved for 
a single substrate (13C pyruvate), however, biomarker identification is 
likely to push for clinical approval of additional substrates [15]. 

Identification of biomarkers in biological samples is a major chal-
lenge that is addressed by metabolomics [16]. The vast majority of NMR 
metabolomics studies use 1H for quantitative high throughput analysis. 
This is due to a high sensitivity of 1H NMR owing to the large gyro-
magnetic ratio of 1H, as well as its abundance in biological tissues. The 
detection limit of 1H NMR is in the order of μM concentrations and 
furthermore it has shown high reproducibility and specificity [17]. In 
biomarker studies, however, the benefits of 1H NMR are compromised 
by severe signal overlap due to a narrow chemical shift scale and cou-
plings. The main challenge is to identify relevant and related signals 
amongst a background of complex biology that results in overlapped 
spectral patterns. Great efforts have been devoted to address this chal-
lenge, including the development of dedicated 1D and 2D NMR methods 
combined with databases, as well as statistical methods based on cor-
relations or ratio analysis [18]. Also, recently, sensitivity enhancement 
with hyperpolarization techniques have allowed direct detection of 
nuclei such as 13C and 15N in metabolite extracts [19–22]. These 
methods exploit the much larger chemical shift dispersion of nuclei with 
low gyromagnetic ratios to resolve individual metabolite signals. 

Combining isotopic labelling with hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR 
provides for a highly sensitive, specific, and quantitative method to 
identify biomarkers in biological systems [23,24]. This method has been 
named hyperpolarized 13C-stable isotope resolved analysis (13C-SIRA). 
Comparable results between this ex vivo method and the in vivo real time 
flux applications using hyperpolarized 13C-MRS implies that the dis-
covery of important biomarkers ex vivo using 13C-SIRA could also be 
regarded as important biomarkers in vivo. 

Inspired by this possibility, we wanted to evaluate the 13C-SIRA 
method for tissue classification and biomarker identification in a rele-
vant model of human disease. With ongoing clinical trials and published 
studies of real time hyperpolarized 13C metabolism in prostate cancer 
patients [13,25,26] we decided to make the ex vivo study in a model of 
prostate cancer. To this end we chose the transgenic adenocarcinoma of 
mouse prostate (TRAMP) model, which has gained widespread attention 
for its ability to mirror disease pathogenesis of the human prostate [27]. 
TRAMP mice spontaneously develop autochthonous prostate tumors 
following the onset of puberty [28]. The tumor progression is 
androgen-driven and developmentally regulated [29] which could 
challenge a discrimination between tumor and prostate tissue. In addi-
tion, the TRAMP model has been used in several real-time metabolic 
MRS studies [30,31]. 

In this study, we used the hyperpolarized 13C-SIRA method on tissue 
extracts from TRAMP mice administered with isotopic labelled [U–13C] 
glucose by intraperitoneal injection. This resulted in a highly repeatable, 
fast, easily interpretable, and generally applicable method for extraction 
of metabolic information from a complicated biological system. Having 
established the methodology, it was successfully applied to the chal-
lenging task of discriminating between normal and cancerous prostate 
tissue from TRAMP mice. Furthermore, since signals in the hyper-
polarized 1D-13C NMR spectrum could easily be identified as belonging 
to specific metabolites, the features that were responsible for tissue 
classification could be evaluated and related to reported in vivo findings. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials and ethics 

[U–13C]glucose (99%) and deuterium oxide (99.9%) was purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. 

All other chemicals were the purest grade available from Sigma- 
Aldrich. 

Prostate tissue was collected from TRAMP mice, which were genet-
ically modified from C57BL/6 mice (Jackson Labs, USA) and bred on the 
same background in NTNU’s comparative medicine core facility. The 
genotype of the mice was confirmed using PCR, and the animals were 
regularly monitored for general health status. Breeding, daily care, and 
experimental work were approved by the Norwegian National Animal 
Research Authority (FOTS ID 11843). 

2.2. In vivo experiments 

Male TRAMP mice selected for the experiments were 24–48 weeks 
old. The mice were anaesthetized using 1.5%–2.5% isoflurane with a 
flowrate of 0.5 l/min; 5 to 1 air to oxygen mixture, before intraperito-
neal administration of 10 mg/g body weight [U–13C]glucose in saline. 
The mice were kept anaesthetized for 30 min before sacrifice by cervical 
dislocation and dissection of the prostate tissue. It has previously been 
reported that prostate cancer in TRAMP mice can be classified into two 
groups: well-differentiated (WD) and poorly differentiated (PD) [32,33]. 
WD tumors are histologically similar to low-grade prostate adenocarci-
nomas in humans, whereas PD tumors resemble carcinomas of neuro-
endocrine origin [34], which is rarely seen in the clinic. In this project, 
we chose to study WD tumors as their phenotype resembles the most 
prevalent human prostate cancer. Prostate lobes were dissected and 
defined as normal or WD based on a visual examination during dissec-
tion, where overall size, irregular shape and dis-
coloration/hypervascularization were the criteria used to identify 
cancerous tissue. Cancers located in the seminal vesicles were also 
included in the experiment. Due to a minimum sample weight require-
ment of 50 mg wet weight for the hyperpolarized 13C NMR analysis, 
normal prostate lobes were combined together to form a single sample, 
whereas WD samples were large enough to be separated individually. 

2.3. Tissue metabolite extraction 

Perchloric acid (HClO4) extraction was carried out as described 
previously [35]. Briefly, HClO4 (7% v/v) solution was added in a 1:4 
w/v tissue:HClO4 ratio to the frozen tissue that was homogenized using a 
mortar and pestle (while keeping the tissue-HClO4 sample cold on ice). 
Soluble metabolites were extracted by centrifugation (10 min, 10,000 
rpm, 4 ◦C). Supernatant was pH neutralized with KOH, centrifuged, and 
supernatant was freeze-dried. Tissue metabolite extracts were stored at 
− 80 ◦C until prepared for nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. 

2.4. Conventional NMR on tissue metabolite extracts 

Lyophilized tissue metabolite extracts for individual samples were 
dissolved in 250 μl 40 mM deuterated phosphate buffer and 300 μl D2O. 
The pH was adjusted to 7.90 ± 0.05 with NaOD or sulfuric acid in D2O. 
The samples were transferred to 5 mm NMR tubes. 

1H NMR spectra were recorded at 300 K on a Bruker Avance III 600 
MHz (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany) spectrometer, 
equipped with a 5 mm QCI CryoProbe. Samples were analyzed in 
automation using a SampleJet autosampler and IconNMR running under 
Topspin 3.5 pl6. One-dimensional nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) 
spectra (pulse program “noesygppr1d”) were recorded with 64 k data 
points, 20 ppm spectral width and 128 scans. For residual water sup-
pression, low power (25 Hz) presaturation of the water resonance was 
applied during relaxation delay (4 s) and mixing time (10 ms). Spectra 
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were Fourier transformed to 128 k data points using 0.3 Hz line 
broadening. 

Following conventional NMR the samples were transferred to 
eppendorf tubes and freeze dried before preparation for 13C- 
hyperpolarization. 

2.5. 13C-hyperpolarization with Dynamic Nuclear Polarization on tissue 
metabolite extracts 

The lyophilized metabolite samples were dissolved in 50 mg of po-
larization medium (77 mg trityl radical OX063, 1533 mg glycerol-d8, 
1085 mg D2O, 35 mg gadoteridol (100 μmol/g)), and 5 μl of HP001 (50 
mM, 1.1-bis (hydroxymethyl)-[1–13C]cyclopropane)) was added as an 
internal standard. 

DNP was performed at 3.35 T and 1.4 K in a HyperSense polarizer 
with microwave irradiation at fμw = 94 GHz and Pμw = 100 mW. Samples 
were polarized for 90 min. 

2.6. Hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR of tissue metabolite extracts 

All hyperpolarized tissue metabolites samples (38) were washed out 
of the polarizer with 5 mL of deuterated phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 
7.4), the front of which dissolved the sample (approx. 1.5 ml). An 
amount (550 ± 10 μL) of the dissolved sample was automatically 
transferred from the polarizer to an 11.7 T Bruker NMR spectrometer 
equipped with a cryoprobe for recording of 1D13C NMR spectra. 

NMR parameters: 13C 1D NMR spectra of hyperpolarized metabolite 
samples were acquired using an automated trigger signal after sample 
arrival to the spectrometer and 3 s preacquisition delay. The acquisition 
time was set at 1.088 s, at 300 K (27 ◦C) with a 90◦ pulse. Proton 
decoupling was applied during acquisition. 

Sample transfer: A custom-made sample transfer device was designed 
to work as an add-on to the Hypersense polarizer based on published 
principles [36], see supp. info. Fig. S5 for details. The following delay 
settings were used: Pre-acquisition delay of 3s and a stabilization delay 
of 305 ms. The travel time between the two sensors were experimentally 
determined (dependent on tube diameter, sample viscosity and transfer 
pressure) and was in this study observed to be approx. 800 ms. In total 
the sample transfer time including stabilization was thus approx. 4.1 s. 

2.7. Quantification of lactate and fructose 

Following the method described in reference 23, we calculated a so- 
called signal loss coefficient (SLC) for lactate-C1 and fructose-C2. Sam-
ples were made containing 22.7 μmol HP001, 40.2 μmol 2–13C fructose 
and 8.8 μmol 1–13C lactate in polarization medium as described above. 
The samples (50 mg preparation per sample) were processed as 
described for dDNP samples and resulted in a dDNP 13C NMR spectrum 
of lactate, fructose and HP001. Lactate and fructose signals were inte-
grated and their ratios to HP001 were related to the sample amount 
ratios to calculate the SLC.  

Compound 
(Com) 

dDNP ratio (Com/ 
HP001) 

Sample amount ratio (Com/ 
HP001) 

SLC % 

Lactate, C1 0.395 (exp1), 0.424 
(exp2) 

0.387 106 ± 
5 

Fructose, C2 1.62 (exp1), 1.64 
(exp2) 

1.771 92 ± 1  

The flux was hereafter quantified by relating the signal measured 
from known amounts (250 nmol) of HP001 in the samples to the average 
signal of lactate-C1 or fructose-C2 corrected for the SLC’s in 19 prostate 
and 19 tumor samples and referencing to individual sample amounts 
(mg wet weight tissue) and time (30 min incubation time). The flux was 
accordingly given as the amount of 13C produced per mg wet weight 
tissue per minute. 

Sample preparation for precision measurements and metabolite 
identity verification. 

Metabolite samples (10) originating from prostate tissue, redundant 
and split from samples included in the main study, were dissolved into 
one batch in 5 ml water. This batch sample was then divided into 10 
samples of 500 μl metabolite extract and freeze dried. Of these samples 8 
were prepared and hyperpolarized as the samples included in the main 
study, see above. The remaining samples were used for conventional 
NMR (1H–13C-HSQC and 1H–13C-HMBC) to aid metabolite identification 
between overlapping carbonyl signals (between glutamine C1 and 
aspartate C4 and between glycine C1 and serine C1) and 1D13C NMR for 
a direct sensitivity comparison. 

2.8. NMR data processing 

All spectra were processed in Mnova [37]. 
Hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR: spectra were Fourier transformed to 

128 K points with a 64 K points zero filling and 0.3 Hz line broadening, 
subsequently manually phased, and a Whittaker smoother baseline 
correction was applied. The spectra were referenced to HP001 at 25.4 
ppm (corresponding to lactate C1 at 185.2 ppm). 

Proton NMR: 1D NOESY spectra were processed with Bruker TopSpin 
version 4.0.7. The phase was manually corrected. No baseline correction 
was found to be needed. The spectra were referenced to the TSP peak at 
0 ppm in MatLab [38]. An area of interest was set from 0.05 to 10 ppm 
with the area of the water peak removed (4.59–5.04 ppm). ICOshift 
(version 3.0) was used to align the spectra [39]. The spectra were 
autobinned with bin size of 0.02 ppm. Noise filtering was performed by 
choosing a representative bin with high level noise (5.27–5.29 ppm) and 
removing all bins with no values higher than the highest value in this 
noise bin, leaving 298 features in the dataset. 

2D NMR: The NMR signals were identified as belonging to specific 
atoms in energy/glycolytic metabolites by consulting available data-
bases [40]. This was done using distinct chemical shifts of carbonyl 
carbons and by comparing 13C–13C coupling constant pattern with 
simulations using the NMR analysis tool box in MNova based on the 
knowledge that all 13C-labelled metabolite signals are derived from 
uniformly [U–13C]glucose. The assignment for especially glycine and 
glutamine for which the carbonyl chemical shift is close to serine and 
aspartate, respectively, were further verified with 1H–13C HSQC and 
1H–13C HMBC spectra acquired on a sample from the repeatability 
study. 

2.9. Data analysis 

Data-matrices of hyperpolarized 13C NMR spectra: Two datasets 
were created named “full spectrum” and “metabolite spectrum”, 
respectively. Both datasets were made by manually integrating indi-
vidual NMR signals in the 38 overlaid spectra and normalizing these 
integrals to sample weight and to the internal reference (HP001) for the 
individual spectra. 

In the “full spectrum” dataset all NMR signals with an SNR above 3.3 
were included, except for signals belonging to the polarization medium, 
deuterated-glycerol and internal standard (HP001) and impurities from 
these compounds, as identified from a hyperpolarized spectrum of these. 
In the “metabolite spectrum” dataset ideally only one unique carbon 
signal from each metabolite was included. Carbon signals with long T1 
(non-protonated carbons) were prioritized. Where several isotopomers 
of the carbon were identified, a carbon signal representing each iso-
topomer was included. 

All multivariate statistical analysis was done with Python [41]. 
Available at http://www.python.org using algorithms from Scikit-Learn 
[42] and SciPy [43]. Retrieved from https://scikit-learn.org/and htt 
p://www.scipy.org/. 

Prior to Principal component analysis (PCA), the data was mean 
subtracted and scaled to unit variance. 
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Feature analysis with random forest algorithm (RF). 
Random Forest feature ranking was performed with RFs of 600 trees 

(with gini as impurity measure, no maximum depth), applied to 70% of 
the randomly picked but stratified so that the ratio of prostate to tumor 
samples was preserved. Then by shuffling the values in the remaining 
30% of data points, a comparison was made between unshuffled and 
shuffled classification success. This process was repeated 10.000 times 
over to obtain the importance ranking. No independent testing was done 
for the RF analysis, and all the data points were included. 

Each features importance was calculated as the mean decrease in 
accuracy when it was shuffled, with the standard error of the mean 
(SEM) subtracted. A feature was deemed as significantly important if its 
measured importance was at least 5% of the importance of the highest 
ranked feature. 

Classification with support vector machine algorithm (SVM). 
Features found significantly important were mean subtracted and 

scaled to unit variance before being used as input for a linear SVM 
analysis. The SVM soft margin parameter (C) was optimized in a grid 
search, ranging C = [2− 5, 2− 4 … 25 ]. Leave-one-out cross validation was 
applied. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Isotopic labelling and dissection of prostate tissue from TRAMP mice 

3.1.1. Experimental design 
A pilot study was performed to evaluate critical parameters in the 

study design including tracer choice, administration route, incubation 
time and the possibility to perform thermal NMR and hyperpolarized 
1D-13C NMR analysis on the same samples. The data from this pilot 
study is presented in supp. info and Figs. S1–S3. 

To probe the central carbon energy metabolism, [U–13C]glucose was 
chosen as a tracer. The short carbon T1s of protonated glucose (0.6–1.2 s, 
11.2 T, 37 ◦C) have previously led to the use of fully deuterated carbon 
labelled glucose when applied in hyperpolarization studies [44]. The 
pilot study, however, showed that an automatic transfer of extracted 
hyperpolarized [U–13C]glucose allowed quantification with high preci-
sion despite short carbon T1s. The protonated carbon labelled tracer 
made it possible to collect thermal NMR spectra on the extracted tissue 
metabolite samples before acquiring hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR 
spectra. The pilot study also allowed optimizing the amount of meta-
bolic labelling. We injected 300 mg/ml [U–13C]glucose intraperitoneal 
(i.p.) into the abdominal cavity of sedated mice followed by a 30-min 
waiting time before sacrifice. Mice remained under isoflurane anes-
thesia during the 30-min waiting time and were euthanized by cervical 
dislocation prior to tissue collection. This protocol gave a robust isotopic 
labelling in prostate tissue of high concentration metabolites (lactate, 
alanine and glutamate). A similar timing profile for i. p. injections in 
mice has previously been reported [45] and was in accordance with 
labelling from intravenous injection (i.v.) protocols [46]. 

3.1.2. Tissue sample collection and characterization 
TRAMP mice from a c57BL/6 background (n = 23) with ages varying 

from 24 to 48 weeks were included in this study. In total, 38 samples 

were included: 19 from prostates and 19 from tumors. The tumors 
originated either from the prostate (8 samples) or from the seminal 
vesicles (11 samples). Tumor bearing mice were identified by palpation. 
Palpable tumors are reported to be present in 80% of 32 weeks old 
TRAMP mice, whereas only about 10% have palpable tumors at 22 
weeks of age [47]. Similarly, in our study we had few mice with palpable 
tumors at early age (none before 22 weeks). The ages of the included 
mice fell into two groups: 22–32 weeks (15 prostate samples and 10 
tumor samples) and 36–48 weeks (4 prostate and 9 tumors), Fig. 1A. The 
tissue sample sizes varied from the smallest tumors (40 mg wet weight) 
to the largest tumor (>1 g wet weight), Fig. 1B. In order to standardize 
tissue amounts, all samples above 240 mg were split to obtain at least 
120 mg tissue per split sample. There was no apparent correlation be-
tween mouse age or tissue weight and tissue grouping, supp. info. 
Fig. S4. Thus, all samples were treated as belonging to one cohort. 

In this study, we chose to study WD tumors due to their more clini-
cally prevalent phenotype. The two PD tumors that were found (in mice 
of 25 and 26 weeks of age, respectively) were accordingly excluded from 
the study. Generally, characterization of prostate cancer tissue in 
TRAMP mice is non-trivial due to the gradual progression from prostate 
to tumor tissue. We chose to combine tumors found in the prostate and 
in the seminal vesicles into one group - tumors - partly due to the number 
of available tumors and partly due to uncertainty in characterization of 
the tumor origin in two mice. Characteristics of the different types of 
tissue samples included in the study can be found in Table 1. 

3.1.3. Analytical performance of hyperpolarized 13C-SIRA of tissue 
extracts 

Building on a published protocol for dissolution Dynamic Nuclear 
Polarization (dDNP) NMR measurement of cell extracts [23], we 
developed a method for dDNP NMR measurement of tissue extracts. 
Critical parameters to be improved were identified including sample 
preparation and sample transfer time between dissolution of hyper-
polarized sample and NMR detection. To address the latter, we built a 
sample transfer system based on published principles [36]. Details on 
the set-up can be found in supp. info. and Fig. S5. 

With this device, sample transfer time between the polarizer and the 
NMR detection magnet was significantly reduced to 1.10 ± 0.05 s 
compared to manual transfer (approx. 12s). Once inside the NMR 
magnet an additional 3s delay was added before data acquisition to 
stabilize the sample, resulting in a total transfer time of 4.1s. An added 
benefit of the automated transfer was a 3-fold concentrated sample, see 
supp. info. and Fig. S6. The spectral quality of a hyperpolarized 1D-13C 
NMR spectrum acquired on an extract from TRAMP prostate is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

A transfer time of 1.1s over a distance of 4 m is good compared to 
current published protocols for water dissolved samples [22,48]. 
Further reduction in the waiting time (currently 3s) may be achieved by 
coating the receiving NMR tube with Hellmanex® (Hellma analytics), 
which has shown to reduce microbubbles and improve signal line shape 
[22]. 

To assess the performance of the improved sample preparation and 
transfer we performed a repeatability study on the established tissue 
extract 13C-SIRA assay. Redundant samples from the main study were 

Fig. 1. Stacked histogram showing age (A) and weight (B) of the mouse for each sample.  
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pooled and made into identical samples of 135 mg wet tissue each 
(corresponding to 1 mg dry powder). Samples (8) were prepared for DNP 
and processed with the established assay. The average precision was CV 
= 15% for all signals above Limit of Detection (LoD, defined as SNR 3.3). 
The linewidth of representative signals in the carbonyl region was 2 ±
0.5 Hz. In a previous published study of natural abundance 13C-spectra 
of extracts from tomato fruit the precision was higher (CV = 6.4%) when 
referencing the individual signals to the total 13C signal [20]. It is 
possible that the sample concentration taking place during the transfer 
process resulting in a relatively higher paramagnetic concentration in 
the final sample is a source of variability. In a future optimization either 
a reformulation of the polarization matrix to reduce the amount of 
paramagnetics in the solid-state sample or the addition of a para-
magnetic separation step in the transfer could reduce this source of 
variability. 

The polarization in this study has been obtained with direct 13C DNP. 
Using an alternative approach where carbon polarization is obtained 
through cross-polarization from hyperpolarized protons it could be 
possible to speed up the polarization time in the solid state. This is 
currently 1.5 h and could be reduced to approx. 30 min using current 
state of the art cross-polarization equipment [49]. To improve polari-
zation levels further increase in field strength and decrease in temper-
ature are needed. State of the art polarizers provide such conditions 
whereby a 1.5 times increase in polarization can be obtained [50–52]. 

3.1.4. Classification of tumor and prostate tissue based on isotopic 
fingerprints 

1D13C NMR spectra were acquired from 38 samples hyperpolarized 
with dDNP. From an initial visual inspection, the spectra originating 
from prostate and tumor tissue appear very similar (supp. info, Fig. S8). 
Also, the mean and variance of the three highest metabolite signals did 
not clearly divide the two types of samples, prompting a more extensive 
data analysis, Fig. 3. 

3.1.5. Full spectrum analysis of hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR spectra 
Initially, we wanted to understand whether the hyperpolarized 

1D-13C NMR spectra as a whole contained sufficient information to 
separate prostate and tumor samples into the groups they originated 
from. A dataset was constructed with the measured integral value of all 
signals above the LoD in the 38 spectra. Peaks that did not originate from 
the extracted tissue samples were excluded, i.e. the internal standard 
and signals from the glass former, deuterated glycerol. In total, this 
amounted to 129 signals, each normalized to the internal standard and 
the sample weight. 

The normalized signal integrals were first subjected to a Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is a commonly used multivariate data 
analysis technique in metabolomics [17], which transforms the dataset 
into a lower dimensional set, that can be visualized in a two-dimensional 
plot. To get an overview of the biological variance in the data and a 
visual on the separation between prostate and tumor samples, we made 
a plot of the first two PCA components, Fig. 4A. Point proximity in-
dicates sample similarity. A separation could be seen along both the 
first-principal component (PC1, explained 36.3% of the variance) and 
along PC2 (explained 15.6% of the variance) between prostate and 
tumor samples. The much bigger spread seen within the tumor samples 
in the PCA is to be expected since biological variability may be high 
based on the complexity of the TRAMP model, where progression from 
prostate to tumor metabolism is gradual [29]. 

To understand if it was possible to make a model that could separate 
prostate from tumor samples, a binary classification analysis was per-
formed with Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a classifier based on all 
signals in the hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR spectra. In a previous study, 
this algorithm proved robust towards small datasets [24]. With the SVM 
algorithm, a plane was found in the feature-space to maximize the 
separation between samples belonging to the two classes, prostate or 
tumor. Prior to the data analysis with SVM we performed a dimen-
sionality reduction by means of feature ranking using the Random Forest 
(RF) algorithm. Fig. 4B shows the result of the feature ranking of the 129 
normalized integrals included in the dataset. 

Several signals (34) contributed positively to the discrimination and 
resulted in a 97% success rate. Of these signals, six had a high relative 
importance. Performing the discrimination using only the 6 most 

Table 1 
Characteristics of grouped tissue samples. Variance is given as standard deviations.  

Grouped tissue type Number of 
samples 

Average mouse age 
(weeks) 

Average received [U–13C] 
glucose dose (ml) 

Average original excised 
tissue size (mg) 

Average sample size for hyperpolarized 
1D-13C NMR (mg) 

Prostate 19 31.4 ± 5.5 1.14 ± 0.10 271 ± 74 149 ± 26 
Tumor from prostate 8 33.8 ± 8.1 1.16 ± 0.12 93 ± 53 93 ± 53 
Tumor from seminal 

vesicle 
11 34.3 ± 6.7 1.14 ± 0.09 179 ± 134 119 ± 37  

Fig. 2. Carbonyl region of hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR spectrum of prostate 
extract from TRAMP mouse injected i. p. with [U–13C]glucose 30 min prior to 
tissue harvest. A full spectrum is shown in supp. info. Fig. S7. Characteristic 
isotopomer patterns, highlighted for Alanine C1 as an example, are generally 
measurable in the spectrum due to a narrow line shape and the large spread of 
carbon chemical shifts. 

Fig. 3. Box plots for high signal metabolites, A) lactate C1, B) glutamate C5 and 
C) alanine C1. Signal areas were measured as summed integrals over all iso-
topomers and referenced to the internal standard, HP001. Values are in arbi-
trary units and represent total integral over the C1 position for lactate and 
alanine and over C5 for glutamate. The metabolites were identified based on 
chemical shift and 13C–13C coupling constants. 
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important signals allowed a discrimination with 95% success rate be-
tween tumor and prostate tissue samples. 

An inspection of the six signals that allowed a 95% successful 
discrimination showed that these signals carried little information about 
metabolites originating from isotopic labelled glucose: Three signals 
(including two carbamates, 162.1 and 162 ppm) had very low SNR (<5) 
and were singlets. This indicated that they originated from non-isotopic 
labelled signals. One additional singlet was not identified (107.2 ppm, 
SNR<10). The last two signals were from a singlet originating from the 
lactate C2 isotopomer and from glucose C4α. Although highly valuable 
as a tool to discriminate between tissue samples with similar origin, this 
full spectrum analysis without prior knowledge did not provide clear 
information to be extracted about metabolites originating from the 
isotope labelled substrate. 

Since the most commonly used data type for NMR metabolomics is 
1H NMR data, we chose to cross examine the supervised classification of 
the tissue samples based on full spectrum hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR 
with a similar analysis performed with 1H NMR data collected on the 
same samples. A full account on the 1H NMR spectral analysis can be 
found in supp. info and Fig. S9. The signals in the 1H NMR spectra were 
binned into 298 spectral areas (0.02 ppm/bin). In general, the errors in 
the RF analysis were high, however one bin that included a signal at 
7.13 ppm was significantly more important than the rest and an SVM 
analysis with this feature alone allowed a 97% discrimination. Including 
additional two bins (signals at 6.81 and 7.11 ppm, respectively) allowed 
a perfect discrimination of 100%. These chemical shifts suggest that the 
metabolite behind includes a phenol group, where para-cresol or p- 
hydroxyacetic acid are likely candidates. Both of these metabolites are 
bacterially produced and constituents in urine. While these metabolites 
could separate the two sample groups included in this study, they are not 
likely to originate from the molecular 13C-tracer. 

3.1.6. Isotopic labelled metabolite information and interpretation 
To investigate the value of molecular 13C-tracer related metabolites 

for discrimination between prostate and tumor tissue, we created a 
metabolite selective dataset. The resolution of 13C resonances is much 
higher than for 1H due to the large chemical shift range of 13C (250 ppm 
vs. 14 ppm) resulting in well separated metabolite signals. The isotopic 
labelling of metabolites originating from [U–13C]glucose further allows 
biochemically related metabolites to be identified in a background of 
unlabelled metabolites, which can be two orders of magnitude lower in 
signal intensity. The uniform isotopic label, if transferred into the 
metabolite, also results in 13C–13C couplings that, along with the 
chemical shift of the 13C signal, generally permit an unambiguous 
assignment of the signal as belonging to an isotopomer of a specific 

metabolite. Thus, a metabolite selected dataset could be created using 
this prior knowledge that allowed direct interpretation of isotopic 
labelled signals important for classification. 

3.1.7. Metabolite based analysis of hyperpolarized 13C-SIRA spectra 
A dataset was constructed with integral values of identified metab-

olite signals from the carbonyl area of the spectra in the 38 included 
spectra. One carbon position was included per metabolite selected from 
the carbonyl region representing the longest T1 carbons. For most me-
tabolites both a doublet and a singlet isotopomer were present in the 
spectrum, Fig. 2. Both isotopomer signals were included with the 
13C–13C doublet represented in the dataset by one of its signals. In total 
this amounted to 35 signals, each normalized to the internal standard 
and the sample weight. 

A plot of the first two PCA components, Fig. 5A, showed less variance 
between the prostate and tumor group compared to the full spectrum 
dataset (Fig. 4A.) even though the total explained variance was greater 
(58.1% vs. 51.9%). It could seem from this group separation that there 
were two fractions of tumor samples. We thus investigated if the PCA 
plot could indicate a separation between the tumor samples e.g. into 
tumors found in the prostate and tumors found in the seminal vesicles, 
supp. info. Fig. S10. However, the study sample number did not support 
such separation. 

With the supervised model, 12 signals contributed positively to the 
discrimination. Two signals had a high relative importance as seen from 
the RF analysis, Fig. 5B. Using only these two features, a discrimination 
with 92.1% success rate could be obtained, whereas including the 12 
highest ranked signals allowed a discrimination with 95% success rate 
between tumor and prostate tissue sample. This success rate did not 
increase further by including the remaining 6 signals that showed pos-
itive ranking from the RF analysis. The identity of the 12 signals, which 
allowed a 95% successful discrimination is shown in Table 2. 

Whereas metabolites originating from the molecular 13C-tracer is 
straightforwardly identified in the hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR spectra 
it is difficult to make use of such prior knowledge from analysis of 1H 
NMR spectra. Administration of [U–13C]glucose significantly increase 
the signal overlap on the narrow 1H chemical shift scale due to the 
carbon proton couplings, which at the same time are those that carry the 
valuable biochemical information. Usually only a few metabolites, such 
as high concentration metabolites in less crowded spectral regions, e.g. 
alanine methyl and lactate methyl groups and proton attached to C2 in 
lactate, can be unambiguously identified and quantified in a 1H NMR 
spectra [24,53]. For this reason, we did not attempt to make a com-
parison to 1H NMR performance using a dataset where only tracer spe-
cific metabolites had been selected. 

Fig. 4. Full spectrum analysis of hyper-
polarized 1D-13C NMR spectra A) Score plot 
of PCA. Each point represents a single sam-
ple, the coordinates of which are determined 
by the collective contributions of all sample 
corresponding signal integrals. Data was 
mean centered and unit variance scaled 
before PCA was applied. The PC1 x PC2 plan 
accounted for 51.9% of total variation 
among data points. B) Feature ranking per-
formed with the Random Forest (RF) algo-
rithm. 34 signals contributed positively to 
the discrimination between tumor and pros-
tate tissue, 30 of these are shown). Six signals 
had a relatively higher importance than the 
rest.   
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Based on previously published results it is expected that only 
carbonyl carbons in high concentration metabolites such as lactate can 
be measured with conventional 13C direct detect NMR [23]. An SNR 
range in the 38 samples of the 12 signals shown to carry discriminating 
information is reported in Supp. Infor. Fig. S11a. Also, a direct com-
parison between a thermal 13C spectrum of 130 mg mouse prostate tis-
sue with the hyperpolarized spectrum of in identical sample can be 
found in Supp. Inform. S12. It is clear from this comparison that only the 
high concentration metabolites (lactate, glutamate and alanine) are 
detected in the thermal 13C experiment even after 14 h acquisition time. 

3.1.8. Biomarker identification 
In Table 2 it was seen that isotopomers from several metabolites 

could play a role in the discrimination of prostate and tumor tissue from 
TRAMP mice. We further investigated their individual and relative 
contribution to a separation using a PCA loading plot, Fig. 6. The loading 
plot showed that fructo-furanoses mostly influences PC2. Lactate, 
aspartate and glutamate have almost equal weight on both components 
and the remaining metabolites mostly contributes to PC1. Not surpris-
ingly, the two fructo-furanoses have identical impact. The signals from 
lactate and aspartate are closely and positively related but negatively 
related to the fructo-furanoses. The rest of the signals relate positively in 
two groups. Serine and alanine signals in one group and glutamine, 
glutamate, glycine and urea in another group. A box-plot analysis of 
these 12 metabolite isotopomers, supp. info. Fig. S11b, showed lactate 
and serine to be increased in tumor tissue whereas the fructofuranoses, 
glutamate, glutamine and urea were lower in tumor tissue compared to 
prostate tissue. A Bonferroni corrected T-test on the 12 selected me-
tabolites showed a difference on a 5% significance level between tumor 
and prostate samples for lactate, glutamate and serine. 

Lactate was expected to contribute to discrimination between pros-
tate and tumor tissue from TRAMP mice. Several metabolic imaging 
studies of prostate and tumors in TRAMP mice have shown how lactate 
signal increase with tumor progression [30,31]. Using lactate alone for 
the discrimination between prostate tissue and WD tumors gave how-
ever a success rate (81.6%) similar to what could be obtained by chance 
for the metabolite dataset (highest score from randomizing tumor and 
prostate samples was 79%). The success rate could be significantly 
increased to 92.1% by including at least one of the other 11 features 
discussed above. 

Although not significant in a Pearson correlation the finding that 
fructose is negatively related to lactate in the discrimination of WD 
tumor tissue from normal prostate tissue is especially interesting to 
include in further biomarker investigations. Fructose metabolism is 
emerging as important in cancer biology, which can be explained by an 
increased intake of this nutrient in cancers [54]. Although most fruc-
tolysis takes place in the liver, both normal prostate cells and prostate 
cancer cells take up and metabolize fructose. GLUT5 is a specific 
transporter of fructose and it has been reported to be overexpressed both 
in normal human prostate and in prostate cancer [55]. The so-called 
polyol pathway consists of two reversible reactions; using sorbitol as 
an intermediate it allows conversion of fructose to glucose, or 

Fig. 5. Metabolite analysis of hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR spectra A) Score plot of PCA. Data was mean centered and unit variance scaled before PCA was applied. 
The PC1 x PC2 plan accounted for 58.1% of total variation among data points. B) Feature ranking performed with the Random Forest (RF) algorithm. 12 signals 
contributed positively to the discrimination between tumor and prostate tissue. Two signals had a relatively higher importance. 

Table 2 
Identity of 12 features with highest rank in an RF analysis of the metabolite 
dataset. The score is given as the success rate obtained when including the 
metabolite and all previous metabolites, i.e. a 92.1 score is obtained when 
including both lactate C1 and glutamate C5.  

Feature 
# 

RF Ranking Score 
(%) 

Chemical 
shift 

Identity 

1 0.044 ±
0.0010 

81.6 184.96 lactate C1, doublet 

2 0.031 ±
0.0008 

92.1 184.05 glutamate C5, singlet 

3 0.007 ±
0.0006 

89.5 100.82 beta fructofuranose, 
singlet 

4 0.006 ±
0.0008 

92.1 175.01 serine C1, doublet 

5 0.006 ±
0.0006 

92.1 104.22 alfa fructofuranose, 
singlet 

6 0.004 ±
0.0006 

92.1 180.63 glutamine C5, doublet 

7 0.004 ±
0.0004 

92.1 180.10 aspartate C1, singlet 

8 0.003 ±
0.0004 

92.1 175.44 glycine C1, singlet 

9 0.003 ±
0.0005 

92.1 175.20 glycine C1, doublet 

10 0.003 ±
0.0003 

92.1 165.54 urea 

11 0.003 ±
0.0004 

92.1 178.61 alanine C1, singlet 

12 0.002 ±
0.0004 

94.7 178.39 alanine C1, doublet  
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alternatively allows for an endogenous production of fructose from 
glucose. The latter makes it possible for cells to bypass glycolytic 
regulation and increase the glycolytic rate [56]. The polyol pathway has 
been reported as active both in normal prostate and prostate cancer 
[57]. Fructose is also connected to lipogenesis, which is another 
important requirement of proliferating cancer cells. The large fructose 
signal in TRAMP prostate tissue seen in our study could, due to a 30 min 
circulation time of the molecular 13C-tracer, result in production of 13C 
labelled fructose in the liver rather than directly in the prostate. In that 
case the difference in fructose signal between the two tissue types would 
be due to uptake capability rather than production. 

It is possible to make the SIRA method quantitative by quantifying 
the signal loss of individual signals in the transfer between the polarizer 
and the NMR magnet [23]. Here this was done for lactate and fructose 
and allowed a quantification of the average flux of 13C into these two 
metabolites. The average flux of 13C into lactate was more than twice in 
tumor tissue compared to prostate tissue (50 pmol/mg wet weight tumor 
tissue/min vs. 21 pmol/mg wet weight prostate tissue/min). Fructose 
flux was expectedly much lower than lactate and showed a reverse 
dependence of tissue type with a larger flux into prostate tissue (0.6 
pmol/mg wet weight tumor tissue/min vs. 1.1 pmol/mg wet weight 
prostate tissue/min). 

Hyperpolarized 13C-fructose has already been developed as a real 
time metabolic imaging marker and tested in TRAMP mice for spectro-
scopic imaging of PD tumors [58]. With an improved understanding of 
fructolysis in different stages of the prostate cancer development it is 
likely that a biomarker could be developed with a combination of 
13C-pyruvate and 13C-fructose. Such combined tracer would target 
lactate derived from pyruvate and fructose metabolism simultaneously 
and thus potentially improve the diagnostic accuracy of prostate cancer 
compared to focusing solely on 13C-lactate derived from pyruvate. 

Several of the other identified metabolites shown to carry discrimi-
native information could potentially be important in the development of 
new hyperpolarized biomarkers. In particularly the multiple roles of 
glutamine in cancer could be utilized with its increased uptake and 
conversion to glutamate, which is important for protection against 
oxidative damage [59]. Hyperpolarized glutamine has also previously 
been shown to probe treatment response in prostate cancer cells [60]. 
Also, an increased amino acid synthesis to provide building blocks for 
prostate cancer proliferation may be probed with labelling of serine and 

glycine possibly through administration of hyperpolarized trioses [61] 
or with labelling of alanine from hyperpolarized pyruvate [30]. 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, we used the hyperpolarized 13C-SIRA method to collect 
1D-13C NMR data on normal and cancerous prostate tissue extracts from 
TRAMP mice administered with isotopic labelled [U–13C]glucose. 

With a combination of a random forest algorithm applied to evaluate 
signal importance and support vector machines for classification it was 
possible to make a discrimination with 95% success rate between tumor 
and normal prostate tissue. 

Signals in the hyperpolarized 1D-13C NMR spectrum could easily be 
assigned to specific metabolites. The signals that were responsible for 
tissue classification could be evaluated and related to reported in vivo 
findings. In particular, the evaluation suggested that targeting pyruvate 
and fructose metabolism in combination could provide additional in-
formation compared to pyruvate alone for prostate cancer diagnosis. 
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